AURORA AFX
World Championship
Magna Traction
Motor Racing

GX1250
Over 288cm / 9'11½" of over and under racing track with 2 Magna Tractron® cars, 2 Ruskul® Speed Controllers, bridge beams with extensions, guard rails, trackside banners and a Quik-Lok® key.
Alternative layouts
Two more circuits you can build with the GX1250.

RallySport RS1500
More than 288cm / 9'11½" of over and under cross track racing. Set includes 2 MagnaTractron® RallySport cars, 2 Ruskul® Speed Controllers, cross-cross tracks, bridge beams with extensions, guard rails, trackside banners and a Quik-Lok® key.
Alternative layouts
More than two more intricate cross track layouts you can build with the RS1500.
AURORA AFX World Championship
GX2000
Over 320cm / 10ft of track and over racing with 2 MAGNA TRACTION cars. The set also includes 2 RUSSKAYA Speed Controllers, 4 bridge beams with extensions, guard rails, trackside barriers, and a Qukka LOK "key.
Alternative layouts: Some of the other layouts you can build with the GX2000.

GX3000
320cm / 10ft of track and under. Super fast racing with 2 G+PLUS cars, 2 RUSSKAYA Speed Controllers, 4 bridge beams with extensions, guard rails, trackside barriers, and a Qukka LOK "key.
Alternative layouts: Just four of the many layouts you can build with your GX3000.

Set for UK/Eire includes 20/240V AC to 12V DC Power Pack
**GX4000**

100mm x 82.5mm
4 x 2 3/8

Over 420cm of race track with 2 G+Plus® cars, 2 Aurora® Speed Controllers, 6 bridge beams with extensions for over and under racing, guard rails, trackside banners and a Quickie-Lok key.

Alternative layouts
Here are four of the more than twenty different layouts you can build with the GX4000.

**GX6000**

A fantastic 780cm x 258cm of over and under racing! 2 G+Plus® cars, 2 Aurora® Speed Controllers, lap counter; bridge beams with extensions, guard rails, trackside banners and Quickie-Lok key.

GX6000 not available in the UK/Eire.
AURORA AFX

Kyalami
Sunshine site of the South African Grand Prix, Kyalami was the scene of one of Niki Lauda's greatest Grand Prix victories for the Italian Ferrari team in 1976.

Record
Emerson Fittipaldi
Ferrari 312 T2
1 hr 33 min 10.4 sec
1973

4.1 km / 2.6 miles

KYALAMI

ZOLDER
Typical of the latest in track design, Zolder is Belgium's premier circuit, and a place where Jackie Ickx, a native of nearby Brussels always gets a hero's welcome.

Record
Niki Lauda
Ferrari 312B2
1 hr 33 min 10.4 sec
1975

4.3 km / 2.6 miles

ANDERSTORP

Record
Patrick Depailler
Ferrari 312 B2
1 hr 28 min 1 sec
1974

5.9 km / 3.6 miles

Osterreichring
Only seven years old, but already Austria’s classic road racing circuit, the Österreichring is one of Frenchman Jacques Laffite’s favourite tracks. He finished second here in 1976.

Record
James Hunt
McLaren M23/JS 72
1 hr 28 min 1 sec
1976

4.0 km / 2.5 miles

OSTERREICHRING

Silverstone
Built on a disused World War II airfield, Silverstone is Britain’s fastest circuit, and now the home track for expatriate Swede, Ronnie Peterson who lives in nearby Maidenhead.

Record
Clay Regazzoni
Ferrari 312 B2
1 hr 20 min 9.9 sec
1978

4.7 km / 2.9 miles

SILVERSTONE

ZANDVOORT
The Circuit by the Sea’ at Zandvoort is the Mecca for Dutch racing fans. James Hunt scored his very first Grand Prix victory here in 1975 carrying Aurora’s colours.

Record
Peter Revson / Ronnie Peterson
McLaren M23/JS 72
1 hr 20 min 9.9 sec
1978

4.2 km / 2.6 miles
AURORA ARX

Added Attractions

Aurora accessories add extra fun and excitement to your Aurora ARX slot car track! Here's a list of all Aurora ARX accessories.

1. No. 3409 Aurora ARX Racing Ramp & Curve Set
   - Includes two 180-degree curves and a 90-degree curve.
   - Adds extra challenge to your track.

2. No. 3410 Aurora ARX 8-Piece Accessory Set
   - Contains various accessories such as straight sections, curves, and cornering sections.
   - Enhances the variety of track configurations possible.

3. No. 3411 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Curve Set
   - Includes two 90-degree and two 120-degree curves.
   - Adds complexity to your track.

4. No. 3412 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Straight Section
   - Provides straight sections for racing and show racing.
   - Helps maintain a smooth and fast track.

5. No. 3413 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Ramp Section
   - Contains four ramps for additional elevation changes in your track.
   - Adds excitement and speed.

6. No. 3414 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Straight Section
   - Provides additional straight sections.
   - Enhances realism in your track.

7. No. 3415 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Corner Section
   - Contains four corner sections for realistic racing.
   - Adds complexity to your track.

8. No. 3416 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Bridge Section
   - Provides a bridge section for elevated racing.
   - Adds elevation and realism.

9. No. 3417 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Tunnel Section
   - Contains a tunnel section for hidden racing.
   - Adds an element of surprise.

10. No. 3418 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Rock Fill Section
    - Provides a rock fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

11. No. 3419 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Water Fill Section
    - Contains a water fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

12. No. 3420 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Forest Fill Section
    - Provides a forest fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

13. No. 3421 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Mountain Fill Section
    - Contains a mountain fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

14. No. 3422 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Ocean Fill Section
    - Provides an ocean fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

15. No. 3423 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Desert Fill Section
    - Contains a desert fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

16. No. 3424 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Urban Fill Section
    - Provides an urban fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

17. No. 3425 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Industrial Fill Section
    - Contains an industrial fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

18. No. 3426 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Residential Fill Section
    - Provides a residential fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

19. No. 3427 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Commercial Fill Section
    - Contains a commercial fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

20. No. 3428 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Agricultural Fill Section
    - Provides an agricultural fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

21. No. 3429 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Rural Fill Section
    - Contains a rural fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

22. No. 3430 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Farm Fill Section
    - Provides a farm fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

23. No. 3431 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Country Fill Section
    - Contains a country fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

24. No. 3432 Aurora ARX 4-Piece City Fill Section
    - Provides a city fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

25. No. 3433 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Town Fill Section
    - Contains a town fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

26. No. 3434 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Village Fill Section
    - Provides a village fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

27. No. 3435 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Suburb Fill Section
    - Contains a suburb fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

28. No. 3436 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Metro Fill Section
    - Provides a metro fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

29. No. 3437 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Urban Fill Section
    - Contains an urban fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

30. No. 3438 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Industrial Fill Section
    - Provides an industrial fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

31. No. 3439 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Commercial Fill Section
    - Contains a commercial fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

32. No. 3440 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Agricultural Fill Section
    - Provides an agricultural fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

33. No. 3441 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Rural Fill Section
    - Contains a rural fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

34. No. 3442 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Farm Fill Section
    - Provides a farm fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

35. No. 3443 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Country Fill Section
    - Contains a country fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

36. No. 3444 Aurora ARX 4-Piece City Fill Section
    - Provides a city fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

37. No. 3445 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Town Fill Section
    - Contains a town fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

38. No. 3446 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Village Fill Section
    - Provides a village fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

39. No. 3447 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Suburb Fill Section
    - Contains a suburb fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

40. No. 3448 Aurora ARX 4-Piece Metro Fill Section
    - Provides a metro fill section for realistic racing.
    - Adds an element of realism.

**Note:** Indicates a trade-mark of Aurora Products Corporation U.S.A.